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TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING
2012 ARCHITECTURE STUDENT EXHIBITION

AIA AWARDS
AIA AWARDS
JUDGES

PRESENTER:
KRISTEN SCHLEICK / AIA, AICP, LEED AP, BS’96, MUP’99, MARCH’99
HOBBS + BLACK ASSOCIATES, INC., ASSOCIATE
LEGACY LAND CONSERVANCY, BOARD MEMBER

ADDITIONAL JUDGES:
BONNIE GREENSPOON / AIA, LEED AP, M.ARCH’92
LEWIS GREENSPOON ARCHITECTS

ADRIAAN VAN VELDEN / ASSOCIATE AIA
HOBBS + BLACK ASSOCIATES, INC., SENIOR DESIGNER
HONORABLE MENTION TO:

BRIDGETTE TINSLEY
UG3 - PATTERSON

SARAH BARRETT
JUSTIN MAST
CAITLINE SCHRODER
ARCH 672/PROPOSITIONS - THÜN

DANNI CHEN
KAREN HENDERSON
SEAN BAXTER
ARCH 672/PROPOSITIONS - THÜN
AIA AWARDS / $1,000 PRIZE / UNDERGRADUATE

ANDREA YOAS
UG1 - HARRIS
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ANNA SCHAEFFERKOETTER
ARCH 552/NETWORKS - ROBINSON
AIA AWARDS / $500 PRIZE / WINNER AT LARGE

ANDREW HEATHFIELD
JUSTIN GARRISON
ARCH 672/PROPOSITIONS - KELBAUGH
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TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING
2012 ARCHITECTURE STUDENT EXHIBITION

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS
UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS

JUDGES:

DAIMIAN S. HINES / AIA, NOMA, LEED AP, B.S.'99, M.Arch.'01
ASSOCIATE, HOK

PETER J. STAVENGER / ASSOCIATE AIA, M.Arch.'06
ASSOCIATE, FENTRESS ARCHITECTS

MEREDITH MILLER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE,
TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING
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TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING
2012 ARCHITECTURE STUDENT EXHIBITION
UNDERGRADUATE UG1 AWARDS
UNDERGRADUATE UG1 AWARDS

HONORABLE MENTION TO:
NATHAN SHAVER
UG1 - GILPIN

STUDIO CITATION WINNER:
UG1 - EVANS
UG1 AWARDS / WINNER

CARLY JACLYN GERTLER
UG1 - SCHMIDT
CARLOS POMPEO
UG1 - NEWELL

UG1 AWARDS / WINNER
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URG1 AWARDS / WINNER

ANDREA YOAS
UG1 - HARRIS
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UNDERGRADUATE
UG3 AWARDS

HONORABLE MENTION TO:
ANDREW JIMBO
UG3 - SHIEH

STUDIO CITATION WINNER:
UG3 - ABRONS
JUSTIN KOLLAR

UG3 - NG

UG3 AWARDS / WINNER
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UG3 AWARDS / WINNER

NA LU
UG3 - MOON
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TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING
2012 ARCHITECTURE STUDENT EXHIBITION

GRADUATE AWARDS
JUDGES:

**UMA RAMANATHAN** / AIA, M.Arch.’87
Principal, Shepley Bulfinch Richardson Richardson Abbott

**JOSEPH M. VALERIO** / FAIA, B.Arch.’70
Principal, Valerio DeWalt Train Associates

**SEAN VANCE**
Assistant Professor of Architecture,
Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning
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TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING
2012 ARCHITECTURE STUDENT EXHIBITION

GRADUATE ARCH 412 AWARDS
(FORM)
ARCH 412 (FORM) AWARDS / THIRD PLACE

MATTHEW STRONG

ARCH 412/FORM - FURE
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ELIZABETH NICHOLS
ARCH 412/FORM - BORUM

ARCH 412 (FORM) AWARDS / SECOND PLACE

SCENES FROM STUDIO
ARCH 412 (FORM) AWARDS / FIRST PLACE

REID FELLENBAUM

ARCH 412/FORM - LEE
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ARCH 552 (NETWORKS) AWARDS / THIRD PLACE

CHRISTINA KULL

ARCH 552/NETWORKS - MCCULLOUGH
ARCH 552 (NETWORKS) AWARDS / SECOND PLACE

NICK SAFLEY

ARCH 552/NETWORKS - VELIKOV
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ARCH 552 (NETWORKS) AWARDS / FIRST PLACE

ARIEL POLINER
ARCH 552/NETWORKS - CLUTTER
ARCH 672 (PROPOSITIONS) AWARDS / THIRD PLACE (Tie)

JAMES BEVILACQUA
TARLTON LONG
KURT SCHLEICHER

ARCH 672/PROPOSITIONS - GRÄBNER
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ARCH 672 (PROPOSITIONS) AWARDS / THIRD PLACE (TIE)

JAMES BEVILACQUA
DORA CHAN
DOUGLASS SHARPE

ARCH 672/PROPOSITIONS - GRÄBNER
ARCH 672 (PROPOSITIONS) AWARDS / SECOND PLACE

ANDREW HEATHFIELD
JUSTIN GARRISON

ARCH 672/PROPOSITIONS - KELBAUGH
ARCH 672 (PROPOSITIONS) AWARDS / FIRST PLACE

DANNI CHEN
KAREN HENDERSON
SEAN BAXTER

ARCH 672/PROPOSITIONS - THÜN
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WILLEKE PORTFOLIO AWARDS JUDGES

JUDGES:

GORDON CARRIER / FAIA, NCARB, B.S.’79, M.Arch.’81
Design Principal, CARRIER Johnson + Culture

THOMAS J. SHERRY / B.S.’91, M.Arch.’93
Vice President, Hamilton Anderson Associates

RANDALL OTT / AIA, B.S.’80
Dean, School of Architecture + Planning, The Catholic University of America

ROSALYNE SHIEH
Assistant Professor of Architecture,
Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning
HONORABLE MENTION TO:

VITTORIO LOVATO

UG4 - P. KULPER
CARLY JACLYN GERTLER
UG2 - BOUWMAN
JUSTIN KOLLAR
UG4 - N. HWANG

WILLEKE PORTFOLIO AWARDS / WINNER
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